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Enceladus: Saturn's sixth largest
moon. Hydrothermal vents spew water
vapor and ice particles from an
underground ocean beneath the icy
crust of Enceladus. This plume of
material includes organic compounds,
volatile gases, carbon dioxide, carbon
monoxide, salts and silica.
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Europa: a moon that orbits Jupiter.
Europa was discovered by Galileo. The
discovery was the first time a moon
was discovered orbiting a planet other
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Ganymede: the largest moon of the
planet Jupiter and our solar system.
Astronomers using the Hubble Space
Telescope found evidence of thin
oxygen atmosphere on Ganymede in
1996. The atmosphere is far too thin to
support life as we know it.
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Jupiter is 11 times wider than Earth. If
Earth were the size of a nickel, Jupiter
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